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Stock Code 1862.HK

Closing Price HK$2.47

52-Week Stock 
Price Range

HK$1.99 – 3.02

Market Cap HK$3.46 billion

Issued Shares 1.40 billion

Date of Listing Oct 31, 2013

Source: HKEX, As of  Feb 29, 2020

Business Update Stock Information

业绩摘要Results HighlightResults Highlight

1st half of 2019 

Revenue RMB2.19 billion

Gross Profit RMB567 million

Net Profit RMB354 million

Total Asset
(as of 30, June)

RMB54.61 billion

Contracted 
Sales

RMB10.14 billion

Contracted ASP RMB21,168/sq.m.

联络我们Contact usContact us

Jingrui Holdings

Ms. Faye Fang, IR Manager

Tel: +852 2327 6858

Email: fangyiqun@jingruis.com

New Smile Limited 

Ms. Kristy Tsang, Associate Director

Tel: +852 2530 8110

Email: kristy.tsang@newsmilehk.com

Scan the QR Code
Follow Jingrui on Wechat

Special People, Special Item, Special Project, Carry 
Capital Battles "outbreak"

Facing the sudden epidemic situation, Carry Capital cooperated
with Beijing, Shanghai both cities, coordinated with multiple
departments, formulated tenant care plan, upgraded customer
service management system, deployed and implemented
project epidemic prevention work, efficiently and responsibly.
Through reasonable and compliant preventive measures,
comprehensively guarantee the stable operation of the building
after resumption on work, and protect the health and safety of
customers and employees.

Tenants: Sharing pressure and transitioning steadily
Carry Capital fully consider the actual needs of customers,
formulate and implement the "tenant care plan", and share the
tenant's operating pressure by combining measures such as
paying tenants' property management fees and helping tenants
to purchase anti-epidemic materials.

Hardware support: sufficient materials, scientific epidemic
prevention Carry Capital has opened a special channel for
materials, combined with Jingrui Property, Colliers International
and other property companies, uniformly purchase masks, body
meters, disinfection water, hand sanitizers, medicines and
other epidemic prevention materials and donated them to
customers for daily epidemic prevention at free of charge.

All the commercial projects managed by Pu Rui are under
closed management, and public spaces and facilities such as air
conditioners, door handles, elevators, bathrooms, reception
rooms, parking lots, etc. are regularly disinfection daily.

mailto:fangyiqun@jingruis.com
mailto:kristy.tsang@newsmilehk.com
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Management upgrade: strengthen customer system

Carry Capital upgraded the customer service management system, established a 24-hour on-duty contact
mechanism, responsible, proactive communication, comprehensively understood the operation of each project, and
ensured that the information was transmitted in a timely and transparent manner.

Engineering epidemic prevention: take the initiative, joint prevention and control

[Construction management and control]
Develop detailed construction plans, conduct safety education for operators regularly, arrange the flow of
operations in various units reasonably, disperse working place, and reduce staff gathering effectively. A special
person inspects and urges preventive and control measures such as working areas, living areas, and canteens. If it
does not meet the requirements, arrange rectification immediately.

[Distribution control]
Delivery vehicles from outside enter the construction site. Personnel on the vehicles must not leave the cab. The
project department arranges the loading and unloading of goods and materials by the project department.

[Personnel control]
Closed management and strict control of personnel entry and exit. Establish an entrance and exit only, temperature
checking for all entering persons, and implement a strict one-to-one registration system. Set up personnel care
quarantine areas. Each worker who passed the temperature detection for the qualified personnel was inspected for
three days, and a special person was responsible for the personnel and the site in the quarantine area to checking
temperature and epidemic prevention and disinfection no less than twice a day.

Empowering the Online Platform, Joyride Apartment "cloud service" to Cope with the Difficulties

Jingrui Joyride Apartment opened various "cloud services", including a free consultation with Dr. Chunyu, public
announcement of disinfection in public areas, and online contactless payment services.

01 Cross-border cooperation, 7 X 24 hours online free consultation

Joyride Apartment joined hands with the "Internet + Medical and Health" field to establish the earliest unicorn
company "Dr. Chunyu" to provide apartment tenants with 7x24 free online expert consultation services. Tenants can
freely consult the preliminary page of the "Free Clinic" special topic online to consult the preliminary diagnosis of
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symptoms such as respiratory medicine and infectious diseases, reduce the chance of cross-infection of non-Covid-
19 patients to the hospital, and ensure that patients with suspected Covid-19 can go to the hospital to receive
standardized diagnosis and treatment in time to avoid delay condition!

In addition to Dr. Chunyu's APP, Joyride Apartment also unites many merchants and resources to provide services
that must be provided during the "quarantine" period, such as home delivery of Nongfu Spring, and normal stocking
of snack machines, so that tenants do not need to go out to protect the basic needs of life.

02 Real-time publicity, a one-click inspection of apartment disinfection APP

The Joyride Apartment APP has launched “Public Area Disinfection Broadcast”, which performs in-depth cleaning
and disinfection of public areas including apartment entrances, lobby, elevators, corridors, public kitchens,
restaurants, gyms, public toilets, express cabinets, domestic garbage, etc., and The real-time publicity on the App,
allows tenants to know the status of the apartment online at any time.

Also, each elevator in the apartment is equipped with paper towels or toothpicks dedicated to the elevator, so as not
to leave any corner that may breed virus; set up a collection point of waste masks, collect waste masks, gloves, etc.
separately, centrally disinfect, and unify them. Transport to avoid secondary pollution.
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Seeing the Needs of Tenants, Joyride Apartment Launched the “home haircut” Service

To solve the problem of “hard haircutting” for tenants, Jingrui's Joyride Apartment is the pioneer in the “Home
Haircut” service in the apartment, which solved everyone's urgent needs.

From February 17th, Joyride Apartment cooperated with [JJ Hair] hair design agency, specially invited Zhang Jiayou, a
hairstylist who has been the styling director of Armani and the star styling of Shanghai Fashion Week/International
Film Festival. Four stores (Xiaomuqiao Store, Daning Store, Huangpu Binjiang Store, and Pudong Biyun Store) were
launched on a trial basis. Tenants can make online reservations through the activity page of the Joyride Apartment's
public account menu bar.

In the face of the sudden "epidemic" Black Swan incident, in addition to keeping abreast of epidemic prevention and
maintaining normal operations, it is not difficult to see Real's launch from the "cloud service", contactless
management, the online free consultation of Dr. Chunyu, to the on-site haircut service Joyride Apartment constantly
takes the needs of tenants as its starting point, with a comprehensive online IT system and cross-border integration
of resources, actively responds. This series of measures also validates the strategy proposed by Joyride Apartment at
the beginning of the transformation with the three core capabilities of "investment and financing capabilities,
product capabilities, and operational capabilities".

Geng Junfeng, the president of the Joyride Apartment, said that after the Covid-19 event, the refined operation of
the long-term rental apartment industry may promote the reshuffle of the industry. In the future, the operating
service standards around tenant satisfaction, comfort and loyalty will continue to increase. Beginning of a new round
of development in the leasing industry.

03 Platform empowerment, "cloud service" apartment service

Joyride Apartment leverages the advantages of a mature platform to create a "cloud service" contactless apartment
service online. The online service covers all the cycles and links before, during and after the tenant's stay, so that the
tenant does not need to contact the apartment staff, and all the daily chores can be completed online on the APP
platform.

Under such a shortage of medical supplies, Joyride Apartment actively contacted the parties to provide the tenants 
with the necessary anti-epidemic materials as much as possible, to establish a comprehensive security guard.
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Tenant care, hardware support, management upgrades, and engineering epidemic prevention—Carry Capital takes
multiple measures. Its timely, rigorous and in place epidemic prevention and epidemic prevention actions have also
received the attention and reports of Guandian, SH.qq, Jiemian, Mrcjcn and News.163.

True Feelings in Crisis and There Are Many, Many True Feelings. Carry Capital is in Action

Carry Capital is a real estate asset management platform focused on the commercial sector under Jingrui Holdings. At
the beginning of the resumption of work, for the company and our business partners, Carry Capital had a group of
lovely people, fearless toiled, come forward and give silently.

Putting work ahead and guarding every customer and partner sincerely, when the epidemic prevention materials are
in short supply, prepare sufficient resumption and epidemic prevention equipment for employees, start the powerful
disinfection work of office buildings, comprehensively eliminate employees' worries, build strong barriers, unite heart,
and cross the epidemic together.
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Concentrated, Jingrui Real Estate Upgrades Home Security Services

Jingrui Real Estate adheres to the value of “customer first”, actively optimizes its business system, and while
ensuring the safety of employees to resume work, it also innovates and opens a variety of online homeownership
forms to provide customers with intimate services to help business development and national economic recovery.

Jingrui online sales office, 24-hour online service, home purchase
Jingrui Real Estate's innovative online sales office opened 24-hour online services in 12 sites across 7 cities. Just scan
the QR code to instantly understand the real estate information in an all-round way, and complete the entire
process from viewing a house to subscribing online without leaving home. One-on-one professional consulting
services, answer questions, provide information and suggestions for customers at any time, enjoy the best listings
and multiple gifts!

Concentric efforts, safe resumption of work, and consolidation of internal strength
Responding to the national call to resume work safely and resume production, Jingrui Real Estate sales offices carry
out business services in accordance with unified standards, creating a safe working environment for employees and
creating a secure home environment for customers.

Before resumption of work, we conducted guidelines and education on epidemic prevention and resumption of
special work for all employees, issued employee induction management systems, formulated case management and
reception systems, clarified epidemic prevention emergency measures, and actively propagated through the case
and online platforms.During this period, we must also work hard to consolidate internal strength. The company has
set up a "real estate agent course", which includes 76 online training courses under 18 themes, to further enhance
the professional capabilities of employees and provide customers with better services.
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Unaudited Operating Statistics for February 2020 Contracted Sales

Jingrui’s aggregated contracted sales (including contracted sales by joint ventures and associates) for
February 2020 was approximately RMB321 million. The Company’s contracted GFA was appr. 12,061
sq.m. The Company’s contracted ASP was appr. RMB26,618 per sq.m. For the two months ended
February 29, 2020, the Company’s aggregated contracted sales (including contracted sales by joint
ventures and associates) was appr. RMB866 million. The contracted GFA was appr. 36,611 sq.m. and the
contracted ASP was appr. RMB23,647 per sq.m.

Contracted ASP
(RMB/sq.m.)

About Jingrui

Founded in Shanghai in 1993, Jingrui Holdings Limited is one of the leading regional residential property
developers in the Yangtze River Delta region of China. In 2017, Jingrui tapped into Beijing and Wuhan
markets, extending its strategic footprints to four municipalities and 18 cities nationwide. Jingrui believes in
reform and innovation, and the Company continuously optimizes its development and adjusts its strategic
blueprint. The Company initially completed its strategic transition and upgrade based on the dual-driver
model of “light assets” and “customers’ insight” in 2016. The model highlights the Company’s value design
capability with “customer insights” at its core, along with a fund operation mode. At present, Jingrui has
built up a comprehensive platform with five businesses: Jingrui Properties, Carry Office, Joyride Apartment,
Yan Capital, Co-Fortune Capital. By focusing on a refined asset-light operation, Jingrui can penetrate the
entire industry chain, which pushes the Company to transform itself from a traditional residential developer
into an asset management service provider.
For further information, please visit http://www.jingruis.com.

Disclaimer
All information contained in this newsletter is meant for your own reference only, and is not intended to, nor should it,
constitute any investment advice. Any information contained in this newsletter, including those relating to contracted sales or
land bank of Jingrui Holdings Limited (the “Company”), June be subject to change as a result of changes in the Company’s
development, sales and investment processes and June not be consistently reflected in the Company’s financial reports. The
Company expressly disclaims any liability for any of your loss or damage howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the
contents of this newsletter.

http://www.jingruis.com/

